Debrief of Day 1
#EuCLUSTER2019

Connecting Ecosystem

Bridge! Inspire! Change!
#EUCLUSTER2019

MATCHMAKING

449 PARTICIPANTS

360 FACE-TO-FACE MEETINGS

drawnism

ECCP @Clusters_EU · 20h
Super busy time exploring cluster collaboration before the EUClusterConference kicks off. The room is full and strongly buzzing! @EU_Growth @EU_EASME

08:19

Susanne Baden @SbjSusanne · 19h
@EEEN_EU @Clusters_EU C2C Matchmaking at full speed at eucluster2019 @agroparkdk meets cosmetics, packaging and geoscience! Innovation!
ECCP @Clusters_EU · May 13

#Bucharest prepares and awaits the participants at the #EUClusterConference tomorrow
#Eucluster2019

**Moderator:** Carsten Schierenbeck

**Welcome!**

This event is all about making connections...

We had match-making... This morning!

Thank you to the Romanian Presidency for hosting us!

Please introduce yourself to your neighbour!

In one word, what do you hope to get out of this conference?

Knowledge! Inspiration! Networking! Contacts!

**Opening Speech:** Slawomir Tokarski

Clusters can provide solutions to today's problems.

Changing economies.

Changing attitudes.

Changing climate.

Some changes have been negative!

...and change!

...and aim to plan!

We provide a Bridge!

Canada is setting up super-clusters!

And... Bridge!

The European elections are approaching.

Digital companies and more AI startups than anywhere else!

Sustainable products.

We draw aligism!

In one word, what do you hope to get out of this conference?

Join at slido.com.

In one word, what do you hope to get out of this conference?

Inspiration, knowledge, networking.
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In one word, what do you hope to get out of this conference?
#Eucluser2019

Markku Markkula ECOR

SDGs FIRST!

The responsibility for cities, regions, and humans

We don't care

I would put the last of the seven steps first

#Paraphrase

Looking at the regional value chains...

They vary

Internationalisation allows them to connect and grow

The absolute need for digital innovation hubs

Palace of the Parliament – C.A. Rosetti Hall
EUCLUSTER2019

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS FROM THE EU CLUSTER WEEKS EVENTS

46 EVENTS BETWEEN NOVEMBER 2018 AND APRIL 2019

IN 22 COUNTRIES

WITH 5,600 PARTICIPANTS

EUCLUSTERWEEKS

LUCIA SEEL

THE KICK-OFF CONFERENCE: THE JOINT ROMANIAN-HUNGARIAN CLUSTER CONFERENCE 2018 20-22 NOVEMBER

IN BUCHAREST

KASPAR NIELSEN

LESSONS FROM THE 6TH SPANISH CLUSTER!

FUTURE WEEK DENMARK

30+ EVENTS

2,500 PARTICIPANTS

ORGANISED BY 30+ CLUSTERS

THE SPANISH CLUSTER SUCCESS STORY

SHARE YOUR SUCCESS!

EUCLUSTER2019

KATARZYNA KOJAWSKA

IN ROME THERE WERE OVER 200 PARTICIPANTS!

THE EVENT WAS VERY FRUITFUL!

MATS WILLIAMS

REPORTING FROM DENMARK: THE Danish CLUSTER SYSTEM IS UNDER REDEVELOPMENT...

AND IS UNDERSTAFFED!

Carsten Schierenbeck @schierenbeck_c · 14h
Feed-back from 46 events & 5,600+ participants organised under EUCLUSTERWEEKS campaign. Heard at EUCLUSTER2019 conference. Skills and shared value are not YET mainstream topics, highlights @TessaroIoA. Reporting from events by @LuciaSeel & @KasparKan. #Bridge #Inspire #Change

James Wilson and 5 others liked
Emma Vendrell @Emmavendrell · 15h
Our partner @tcinetwork is involved in the EUCLUSTERWEEKS
Check out the 3 Cluster Manager of the Year Candidates at #eucluster2019
Good Luck 👍
Carsten Schierenbeck @schierenbeck_c · 5h
Congratulations to our new #eucluster2019 Cluster Award winners @EU_Growth @EU_EASME @ro2019eu 🌐 Cluster Manager of the Year @biancamuntean (Romania Transylvania IT cluster) + 🇪🇺 partnerships: INNOSUP-1 @IMPACTCCar + ESCP-4i @AdPack_Project + ECP-S3 @EACN_Initiative 🔝

James Wilson @jamierwilson · 9h
A bit like the oscars tonight in Bucharest - @ulla234 presenting awards for cluster projects & partnerships of the year at #eucluster2019

Bianca Dragomir @BiancaDragomirD · 9h
With the Romanian Secretary of State and my successor @biancamuntean #Bucharest #RO2019EU #EUClusterConference. Congrats! 😊 Let's take clusters to the next level.
Interregional collaboration: the cluster-driven way

Panel discussion on fostering strategic #InterregionalCollaboration. Alin-Adrian Nica, Member of the European Committee of the Regions, Mayor of Dudești Noi Timiș County: “The European Union can be considered as a cluster of states. Therefore, the #SmartSpecialisation Strategies (S3) should aim.” Read more...

By Andrea Ingusci 12 hours ago

Markku Markkula: “Shaping our future through innovation ecosystems”

Published by Andrea Ingusci on 14 May 2019

Very inspiring speech by First Vice-President of the Committee of the Regions Markku Markkula on how clusters are crucial for Europe's regional development.

“As we don’t have a planet B, Sustainable Development Growth (#SDG) has to become an issue all clusters should be concerned with.”

Regional development is strongly related to increasing European industrial competitiveness through SDG-driven actions. It’s also a human and a social challenge.
Thank you!